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Abstract
The aim of feature selection is to identify the most informative and relevant features for a compact
and accurate data representation. Generally speaking, feature selection algorithms were handled
in supervised and unsupervised learning contexts. However, the semi-supervised context is more
realistic where we might have only few labeled data and many others unlabeled. In this regard,
another form of supervision information is available, it is based on simple pairwise comparisons
[1, 2] and can be more easily obtained compared to class labels. For instance, a data pair is said to
be a ”must-link constraint” if its data points are similar and a ”cannot-link constraint” otherwise.
Recently, there was a big interest in constrained clustering that handled choosing the constraints
actively and systematically, however, only few worked similarly for feature selection. Unexpectedly,
[4] stated that randomly chosen constraint sets can degrade the learning performance.
Therefore, we first suggested a margin-based algorithm, Relief-Sc, for weighting features according
to their data discrimination ability. It is said to find a unique relevant feature subset in a closed-form.
For that, we modified ReliefF algorithm to adapt the use of cannot-link constraints with the margin
concept used in [3]. We also propose to use the systematic way used by [5] to find the points that our
feature selection approach might be most uncertain about, and then actively query for constraints
upon these particular points. Since we can only query the oracle or expert for few constraints, we
finally suggest to extend our algorithm to make use of the unlabeled data together with the chosen
set of constraints. In order to validate our proposed algorithm, experiments are achieved on multiple
UCI machine learning datasets and the results are prominent.
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